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How do you solve a problem  
called the Philippines?  
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Where do we even start? 



How do you solve a problem  
called the Philippines?  
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Continued… 
REALLY??? 



Band-Aid solutions proposed by politicians & 
leaders in Philippine society: 

 Are they really effective? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Root cause of the problem is not addressed, which is… 

 



Dysfunctional Pinoy Mentality (I) 

Bulok! 



Dysfunctional Pinoy Mentality (II) 

Kadiri! 



Dysfunctional Pinoy Mentality (III) 

Grabe! 



The Cancer of Philippine Society 

 Complex behavioral & cultural disease that has swallowed 
Philippine society 

 Opposite of first-world winner mentality 

 Two main elements: 

 Corruption –dishonesty; self-interest 

 Incompetence – unfit for the job; lack of common sense 

 Infected everyone in society: politicians, teachers, workers, 
students, etc. 

 

 

 



Corruption and Incompetence 
 What a waste! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 3 steps forward + 1 BIG step backward = 1 step forward 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Philippines: Lagging Behind in Output 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.lonerzone.com/2015/06/asean-gdp-philippines-ranks-5th.html#.VcXqp_Oqqko 

Per capita: 
 
1 Singaporean 
= 20 Filipinos 



Philippines: Lagging Behind in Competitiveness 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.bangkokpost.com/learning/learning-from-news/311206/wef-thailand-competiveness-rising-again 



Vision & Strategy for the Philippines 

 To achieve Singapore status in 30 years 

 C.O.D. = Clean, Orderly and Disciplined 

 Excellent products and services. Creative Jobs.  

  How? Adopt a new mindset → the Zaxxun Creed 



The Zaxxun Creed 

 RiZAl mind revolution for the double-X-termination of 
corruption and incompetence – the UNited movement 



Why the Zaxxun Creed? 

 Based on the winner mentality adopted by first-world countries and world-
class ISO companies (secret sauce or formula of achievers) 

 Product of staying in Japan for over a decade, working in a top multinational 
company, and being a Christian almost all my life 

 A century ago, Rizal started a revolution to awaken the Filipino mind 

 Liberation of the Philippines from corrupt colonizers  

 Changed leaders to Filipinos (but still corrupt) 

 This century, we need a new revolution to awaken the Filipino mind 

 Liberation from Pinoy corrupt and incompetent mentality 

 Zaxxun mindset → adopting mind of Christ (fully Biblical principles) 



80+ Reasons why Zaxxun Creed is effective 
 World-famous Japanese Brands 



PHL is being left FAR behind 
 The benchmark in Asia is Japan: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 What world-class export product is PHL known for? 

 No technology, intelligence or creativity needed 

 What does it speak about your country? 

 Country image/status is based on products you produce  

 

VS. 



Plan: Adopt the Zaxxun Creed Nationwide 

 Schools (public/private; K12, colleges, vocational)  

 → Adopt the Zaxxun Creed as part of the Curriculum 

 Organizations / Companies  

 → Require employees to become Zaxxuns 

 → Hire only Zaxxuns. Fire non-Zaxxuns. 

 Politicians / Government agencies 

 → Post the Zaxxun Creed on walls 

 → Recite in public 



Zaxxun Creed for Schools 

 Schools produce the next leaders of Philippine society  

     (we need better candidates: incorruptible AND competent) 

 This mindset formation should start at a young age (grade-3 onwards) 

 Require the Zaxxun Creed to be memorized by the students & faculty 

 Teachers must be role models of the Zaxxun Creed 

 No Corrupt Teacher saying “You can cheat, as long as I don’t catch you” 

 Create a new subject called Zaxxun Mindset 

 Students can discuss the creed, share ideas, propose solutions, create products,…  

 Displace a subject: More than half of what students learn in school is not used in 
their work/life anyway 

 



It’s your choice 

 Do you want your country to remain poor and ugly? 

 

 Poverty is deeply rooted in a mindset 

 Poverty mentality vs. Zaxxun mentality 

 

 

 There are no poor countries, only poorly managed ones. 

 Poverty is not a resource issue  it’s a people’s mind issue 

 If P.I. was owned by Americans, Japanese or Singaporeans  

   it would be a great first-world nation/state 

 

No 

Yes 
? 



Summary 

 The cancer of a dysfunctional Pinoy mindset plagues the Philippines 

 Fix the problem at the root (corrupt and incompetent mind) by adopting the 
Zaxxun Creed (winner mentality of first-world countries/companies) 

 The Philippines can achieve Singapore C.O.D. status in 30 years if we start 
now  (our students will be tomorrow’s Zaxxun-class leaders) 

30 years 



Thank You 

 Discover more and join the action at our website: zaxxun.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Do you need extra income? See “Brands create jobs” article, 

      and zaxxun.com/brand 


